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**Customer Reviews**

Civil Practice Law and Rules (CPLR) looseleaf has to be updated every year (new or old). The brand new copy that I purchased was not fully updated (for year 2009) and the seller failed to mention it in its online description. I will ended up paying much more for the book after I purchase the updated-annotated section. Would have cost much cheaper had I purchased it in my school bookstore.

While the content itself is exactly what you would expect, the loose-leaf format of the book makes it particularly easy to insert each year’s updates, ensuring that your copy is current. The updates are reasonably priced, and the binder itself is a solid plastic that appears to wear well over the past few years.

Book is fine. Paid less than the school was selling it for. I wish I had saved my money though since Im only using it for class and you can look up the statutes online anyway.
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